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Introd uction

Process historians are complex pieces of software that are used to
store and analyze vital process and industrial data and offer several
benefits such as prebuilt analysis equations and compat ibility with
other industrial software packages.
Process historians fall under a category of their own in the world of
industrial software due to the critical role they play in the success of
analysis and decision making. Process historians are complex
pieces of software that are used to store and analyze vital process
and industrial data.
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Process historian data storage

Process historians are specia lized types of databases called time
series databases. A time series database attaches a timestamp to
every new piece of data it receives and then stores the pieces of data
in the order they were received. Time series databases typically
don't need to form complex relations between different data points
when they store them. In other words a time series database is
optimal for retrieving a piece of data that changes over a period of
time. Process historians fall under the NOSQL database category
because they are not relational databases in nature.. A relational
database, on the other hand, which is the most common database
engine, stores data in tables with rows and columns. The user
defines what the columns should be and what the rows should be. No
timestamps are involved unless they are put in the database. The
user defines the complex relati onships between these tables and
how a change in one table can affect other tables and so on.
This is too much clutter for a time series database. Most of the heavy
algorithms that go in relational databases to make rows, columns,
and table relations efficient become a burden if all the user needs to
do is to store a piece of data with a timestamp. A typical example for
relational databases is Microsoft SQL server.
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Process historian features

1. Process historians have prebuilt analysis equations, data
visual ization icons, and data sheets that are like figures from a
process engine ering textbo ok. They have a variety of options for
efficiency equations, power equations, steam table charts, industrial
equipment icons ready for use, and other features that are very
relevant in the industrial world.
2. They are very compatible with industrial software packages
typically used in process control, such as human- machine
interfaces (HMIs), distri buted control systems (DCSs), and other
drivers and contro llers.
3. Process historians use specia lized algorithms to compress
data and save disk space. For example, if the user has a value 1 at
time1 and a value of 1.0001 at time2, in most cases the user doesn't
need to store 1.0001 because it won't affect the analysis much. Over
time, that saves a lot of disk space and resources, and the compre ‐
ssion can be disabled if it isn't needed.
**4. Process historians often come prepac kaged with " int erf ace s,"
**which are separate pieces of software that can be deployed to the
field to closely monitor the small sensors and contro llers while the
historian sits at the data center or the cloud. It isn't practical to install
the process historian at each sensor since it is a very heavy piece of
software. Instead, the user should install the interface, which is light
and can commun icate with the sensor or the controller before
relaying the data to the central historian.. **5. Store and forward is
vital for process historians because a missing piece of data can
result in an incorrect analysis, which can lead to a wrong decision
with dire conseq uen ces.** What store and forward guarantees is that
data will not be lost even if the central historian loses the connection
with the remote interface. The remote interface will detect that the
historian is not taking data and then it will start storing the data it
collects in an internal local buffer. Once the connection to the
historian opens back up, the interface will forward this data up to the
historian.. 6. Process historians usually cache recent data
directly in computer memory before it's perman ently stored on
the hard drive. This is very efficient for analysis and calcul ations
performed on newer data, which is usually used to detect any
sudden surprises in production before they become big problems
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